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1. INTRODUCTION

A day before the accident in Chernobyl, Yugoslavia was the country with nuclear energy
programme, one nuclear power plant and strong affiliation towards nuclear fuel cycle. Public relation
programs did not existed. The majority of information were classified and public trust was almost
undisturbed. It was almost possible to say that the public attitude was indifferent.

A month later everything was quite different. The public has been awaken from sleepy
unconscious. The public reaction moved from surprise, interest and hunger for information to chronic
suspicion. In years later phobic and radiophonic reaction become common place.

The final consequence today is huge magnifying lens of public eye, watching carefully
everything connected with radiation, even trivial matters, and thus forming strong pressure to decision
makers.

2. MEDIA REACTION IN YUGOSLAVIA AFTER THE ACCIDENT IN CHERNOBYL

Public relations and public information is analyzed through content analysis of articles from
daily newspaper "POLITICS" (POLITKA) in may 1986 and summer 1991.

Chernobyl accident was major headline in first 10 days, with series of articles on 2nd, 3rd and
7th pages. Daily reporters transferred information from various world sources: objectively and with
restrain concerning their personal attitudes. However, the average reader was faced with series of
articles, often vary contradictory one to another: "Increased radiation in Europe", and from Kiev "Just
lack of news, but 100 000 persons participated parade on 1st of May." Few days later: "45 000 people
have been evacuated from Kiev", but in Zlobyn: "All preventing measures are removed, work can
continue." One day you can read that rain would have positive effect, but very next one there is an
article with the title:" Rain would increase problems".

Titles had recognizable note of negative emotionality or they were written as disturbing
question on which you will not find an answer in the text that follows: " Anxiety is decreasing,
concern remains", "Destructing mind of science", "Threats from clouds - how long?", "How to berry
reactors ?" .

What was the cause of accident, what is the real dimension of health endanger, what are
countermeasures on personal and collective level, were the basic unanswered questions during the first
month after the accident. It was not possible to find an explicit answer at that time.

The article with title: "Human error caused the accident" appeared on May 3rd, May 7th the
title was "How the accident have happened", May 10th the title was "The real causes still unknown"
, and on May 13th "What is the real information?"

Very soon after that, political and economical point of view become the most important and
the only one present in daily news: "25 million $ lost due to import ban from EU". The Chernobyl
accident was entitled as :" The worst scenario" or " The accident of accidents".

Journalists have represented expert opinions instead of experts themselves. That have caused
that published attitudes were accidentally or wilfully distorted and incorrect.

Responsibly ministries and experts felt the necessity to give relevant information to "calm
down" citizens, but even their information were contradictory among each other. It was obvious that
there was not organized public relation service in this field, especially in the emergency situation.
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3. DISCUSSION

The formulation of presented attitude is equally important as its content. To achieve better
understanding of radiation risks, experts have used different comparisons to clearly express their
thoughts. But sometimes that have been done with side effects. However, those comparison were
unconvincing for common person, achieving contrary effects. One of those comparison appeared
several days after the accident, trying to calm the public:" It is more danger to watch colour TV then
eat strawberries". Of course, up to that time the majority of the public have no idea about any risk
of watching colour TVs.

The most of the statements of experts and politicians were published without signatures.
From time to time, different articles ranged from pathetic tone to cenacle ones, have appeared

with different metaphors such as: "Chernobyl - Pandora's box" or "To whom ring the bells of
Chernobyl" and so on.

Chernobyl accident and all that have happened around it and in connection to it were during
the year 1986, and even later, desirable subjects for manipulation in our areas. The main cause for
this situation is the "absence of the institution of public relation and the lack of professional and social
responsibility for public appearance in the field of radiation protection" (1).

As a result, in short time intervals our country become the field of different scandals in the
field of ionizing radiations. It is not surprisingly that "common people" reacts on those happenings
unexplainable nor logically nor by common sense. After the accident in Chernobyl, it was very easy
to convince someone that it is possible to burn radioactive waste in ordinary factory halls. And that
have happened only 5 years later.

Insufficient public information was the problem after the Chernobyl accident and it have
remained satisfactorily remained up to date.

As a result of strong public pressure and distrust, several new explicit statements are
introduced in related regulations.

Firstly, from the country with nuclear energy program, Yugoslavia become the country with
explicit nuclear power plant planning and building ban. It is also forbidden to import radioactive waste
of foreign origin and to dispose it on Yugoslav territory.

It is explicitly stated that everything concerning human health, including subjects of ionizing
radiations can not be confidential. It is still hard to develop strong public trust. It is still possible to
make a good story from ordinary granite stones producing cancers.

4. CONCLUSION

One of the positive elements of this problem, 10 years later is slightly changed clime in media.
There is still a lot of journalist trying to make politically sensational article in this filed, trying to
discover ( or even invent) something big and hidden. But there is also a change in some of the papers,
assigning ceratin journalist to deal constantly with the subject of ionizing radiations. There are TV
panel discussion on some burning subjects, and experts become steadily present in medias, in
informative, educational and scientific programs.

In Yugoslav new Radiation Protection act, still in preparation there is declared state obligation
to solve the problem of central storage centre for radioactive waste disposal in next 6 years. In
accomplish this task, it is necessary to start solid, scientifically grounded public information program.
Public was for a long time only frightening it is time to change the approach.
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